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The value of and the attributes of public and private real estate develops through
dynamic processes involving actors on both the supply and demand side. City man-
agers, at least in theory, may want to improve the supply to maximize the utility of its
inhabitants. But if the supply does not ﬁt the utility driven demand for housing by
households or the proﬁt driven demand for nonresidential space by ﬁrms, the value
of the property and the attractiveness of the city, or region, is set under pressure by
competition from other cities or from other parts within the city. In the current move-
ment of the economy towards a knowledge based society this competition for movable
labour by supply of “attractiveness” has been even more emphasized. Hence, the sup-
ply side clearly has an interest in the valuation at the demand side of the attributes
associated with its real estate.
The aim of this paper is to investigate and develop appropriate statistical tools,
to determine and quantify the valuation of housing attributes of single family houses
in two Swedish counties. This is done using hedonic price theory and spatial econo-
metrics.
The basis for the theory of hedonic prices lies in the assumption that a good
can be seen as a bundle of characteristics matching the household’s utility function,
as formulated in Lancaster (). It is assumed that the buyer implicitly reveals his
or her preferences and valuation of the attributes through the price paid. Since each
house is purchased by the highest bidding household it is assumed that the market
prices give the outer envelope of the valuation of each attribute by all households in
the market. This means that the attractiveness of a region, of areas within the region,
and of individual residential and nonresidential units can be measured through the
valuation of the attributes associated with the supply.
The empirical literature on hedonic prices for single-family houses is numerous
but to a large extent, e.g. Blomquist et al. () and Sinivatanidou () based
on American data. Among the exceptions are Wigren (), Englund et al. (),
and Cheshire and Sheppard () using Swedish and British data respectively. The
distance to the Central Business District (), high level of service and waterfront
location inﬂuences the price in a positive way according to a number of Swedish
qualitative studies, e.g. Lindgren and Rosberg (), and Andersson (). Others
have studied the problem with a focus on quantiﬁcation, e.g. Archer et al. () and
Andersson (). Heikilla () question the concepts of a monocentric impact on On Space–Time Changes of Hedonic Prices...
the price structure and argue that cities may have polycentric structures and uses Los
Angeles as an example.
A common feature among hedonic price studies are their interest to examine
some speciﬁc characteristic and its inﬂuence on prices for single-family houses. To
name but a few, the presence of lake view in Blomquist (), the impact of nearby
power lines in Colwell (), and the introduction of casinos in Buck et al. ().
Bogart and Cromwell () study the impact of a re-distribution of schools on hous-
ing values.
The next section treats the theory of hedonic prices and spatial econometrics.
Thisisfollowedbyadescriptionofdataandtheattributes.Theempiricalexamination
is outlined in the forth section followed by conclusions in the ﬁnal section.
HEDONIC PRICE THEORY AND SPATIAL ECONO-
METRICS
Hedonic prices are deﬁned as implicit prices of attributes and are revealed through
observed prices on diﬀerentiated goods and the speciﬁc amounts of characteristics
associated with them, e.g. Lancaster ().
The concept of implicit or hedonic prices was ﬁrst formalized in Rosen ().
The good considered, e.g. a house, may be described by m characteristics. Each house
is then represented by the vector z = (z1,...,zm). An element zi measures the
amount of the ith characteristic embedded in each house. The price function based
on this vector of characteristics is the hedonic price function p(z) = p(z1,...,zm).
Household preferences are represented by the utility function:
U = u(z,y,α) ()
where z is consumption of the single family house, y is consumption of a composite
good, and α is a vector of parameters that characterize the household preferences.
The price a household is willing to pay for a house is derived from the utility function
as a function of the embedded characteristics, the household income (M), and an
achieved utility level. This gives the household’s bid rent function:
γ(z,M,U,α) ()
and implicitly:
U = u(z,M − γ,α) ()
The derivative of the bid rent function,
∂γ
∂zi, gives the rate at which the house-
hold would be willing to change it’s expenditure on the house when characteristic i
increases, while keeping other levels constant.
Problem (MAX CoF) The household chooses a single family house with characteris-






The equilibrium price on the market, p(z), reﬂects the market valuation of a
single family house with a set of attributes given i.e. amortization, available interest
schemes, and expected costs for repair and for improvements for the entire period the
household intends to keep the single family house.
Through the ﬁrst order conditions we get:
ui
uy
= pi ∀i ()
where ui = ∂u
∂zi, uy = ∂u
∂y , and pi =
∂p
∂zi the hedonic price of characteristic i.
A combination of the ﬁrst order condition () and the implicit diﬀerentiation of
() yields that the household’s optimal choice of a single family house is characterized







= pi ∀i ()
Assuming optimizing behavior, () indicates that if we are able to estimate the
hedonic price for a characteristic, then this observation provides local information
about the household’s preferences or willingness to pay for the attribute in the vicinity
of the observed choice. Hence, this justiﬁes the use of the hedonic price approach
in the analysis of the market for single family houses when the mix of attributes is
developed not far away from the current market situation.
The vector z consists as mentioned of a set of characteristics which subjectively
are determined by the household. This vector of characteristics is often divided into
threebroadergroups,structural(s),neighborhood(n),andaccessibility(a)attributes
with β, η, and ψ as the corresponding parameter vectors. Given this, the hedonic On Space–Time Changes of Hedonic Prices...
price function of a general regression model can be formulated as:
p(z) = f(s,n,a,β,η,ψ) + ε ()
Before we move to the estimation part, the possibility of spatial dependence,
or spatial autocorrelation, in the material must be considered. In other words, there
might be some inherent systematic dependence between the observations unexplained
by traditional variables. Two types of spatial dependence are tested for in this paper.
The ﬁrst type, is present if spatial correlation in the dependent variable between
observations exists. This means that the transaction price on one single family house
is inﬂuenced by the prices for nearby house transactions and vice versa, cf. Anselin
()andCan().Ifignored,theestimateswillbebiasedandleadtoincorrect
inference. The spatial dependence problem is solved by adding a spatial lag to ():
p(z) = ρWp(z) + f(s,n,a,β,η,ψ) + ε ()
where ρ is an autoregressive coeﬃcient. W, with elements wrs corresponding to ob-
servation pair r and s, is the generalized weight matrix, and Wp(z) is the spatially
lagged dependent variable.
The second type, arises when the error term of an observation is correlated with
the error terms of observations located nearby i.e. lack of stochastic independence
between observations. This was brought to public attention by among others Cliﬀ
and Ord () and Bodson et al. (). See also Cliﬀ and Ord () for a further
discussion of the problem. If unsolved, this problem will violate the standard error
assumptions under normality of the linear regression model, resulting in ineﬃcient
estimates. The spatial dependence is incorporated in () via an autoregressive error
term:
p(z) = f(s,n,a,β,η,ψ) + ε ()
ε = λWε + ξ
Wε is a spatial lag for the error term, λ is the autoregressive coeﬃcient and ξ is a
vector of well-behaved error terms ξ v N(0,δ2I).
In both cases the autoregressive coeﬃcients are usually unknown and must there-
fore be estimated jointly with the regression coeﬃcients.
The Moran’s I test is commonly used to test for the presence of spatial autocor-
relation. To complement and validate the Moran’s I test results other test can be used
such as the G-I* statistic for spatial association by Ord and Getis (), and Local
Moran’s I by (Anselin (b).
Another important issue analyzed in this paper are problems of heterogeneity, or
structural regimes, present in the data. That means that attributes are valued diﬀer-
ently in some part of the geographical area. If not acknowledged, the variables may be
ruled out as unsigniﬁcant or averaged out causing us to miss important information
on hot/cold spots. This will be analysed further later in this paper.
ATTRIBUTESOFTHEREALIZEDSALESOFSINGLE
FAMILY HOUSES  AND 
This problem is applied to the market for single family houses in the two counties,
Västernorrland and Västerbotten, in the northern part of Sweden for two years, 
and . In  Västernorrland had , inhabitants and , in  di-
vided over  municipalities. Despite that the county of Västerbotten is geographically
larger and have  municipalities, the population is almost the same, , in 
and , in . During the study period all municipalities exept largest munic-
ipality, Umeå, has faced a decrease in population. It has had a population increase,
from , in  to , in .
The data set consists of , observations on realized sales of single family
houses in  and , for the year  distributed on the  municipalities in
two counties. The geograﬁc dispersion is presented in Figure  indicated by dots.
The spatial distribution of the realized sales between the two years is rather simi-
lar.Mosttransactionstakesplacealongthecoast,andespeciallyintheregionalcentres,
Umeå (the cluster west of the small island) and Sundsvall (the south east cluster). A
more closely look at the maps displays the locations of inland roads.
Before the econometric part of the paper is outlined, it is appropriate to look
at some descriptive statistics and to discuss the expected variable signs. Variables that
lack data for some of the variables are indicated by a (-) in Table .
Two dependent variables    and  , the logarithm of the lot
size and price respectively, are to be estimated in this paper. The motivation for this
division is discussed in the next section. On Space–Time Changes of Hedonic Prices...
The independent variables are, as mentioned earlier, divided into three groups
based on their structural-, neighborhood- and accessibility characteristics.
The ﬁrst group consists of the structural variables treating the characteristics
speciﬁc for the single family house. Obvious attributes to be included are the ﬂoor
size and the age of the house. The former are expected to have a positive impact on 
  while the latter is expected to inﬂuence    positively, but  
negatively. Speciﬁc annotations about the lot or the house are accounted for for some
of the observations. They are treated as dummies and ought to have negative/positive
signs for bad/good attributes. Another set of dummies concearns the water supply.
The default is here chosen to be water and  supplied by the municipality. This
is the most common, over  percent for both years. Other kinds of water supply
ought to have negative signs because of the extra time that you have to spend on
maintenance for instance. It could also be an indicatior of water quality. To determine
how much real estate tax to pay, each single family house is oﬃcially graded using a
system of standard points. In this paper they are divided in six groups and given the
value one if they fall within a group. All standard point dummies are expected to have
positive signs. They are measured against the lowest group that includes the values
–. The origin of the buyer is interesting. For most of the transactions, information
about the adress of the buyer at the time of purchase is available. To test if the buyers
origin is important a dummy variable is given the value  if the buyer comes from a
municipality outside the one where the single family house lies. This is the case for
only  percent of the transactions in  and  percent in . This gives us some
indication on how the real estate market is functioning in the two counties. The sign
is diﬀucult to speculate on, but if one expect the buyer to be more careful in the
search for a house when the distance from the present home increases, a negative sign
is what to expect. This would mean that the buyer has a greater knowledge about
the real estate market. For some cases the origin of the buyer was unavailable. These
are therefore put together in the other buyer–origin dummy. This is expected to be
unsigniﬁcant. Other structural variables are dummies whether the single family house
is an ordinary house ( percent for both years) in contrast to semidetached houses
or houses linked by a garage which are on average smaller. The sign is expected to be
positive. If the house has been altered during its lifetime, then value should increase
and a positive sign is expected. The last and perhaps most diﬃcult structural attribute
variable is the residual lot size. This variable consists of the residuals from the  
 estimation. When the lot size is larger, ceteris paribus, than expected for a typical
lot, the price should be higher. The variable should therefore have a positive sign.
The second group are the attributes that treats the neighborhood surrounding
the single family houses. Net migration, measured at the municipality level, is a proxy
forthedemandontherealestatemarketineachmunicipality.Apositivenetmigration
should increase the demand and a positive sign is therefore expected. On the other
hand, the size of the population is expected to have a negative impact on the lot size
since higher demand for land drives up the prices making the lots more expensive
to purchase. Adjustments of the lot sizes are one alternative to keep the prices at a
reasonable level in more densely populated areas. To investigate the importance of a
functioning labour market  / is included. A high quota
means that a high degree of unemployed drives the prices downwards. Higher interest
rates makes it more expensive to borrow money, and increases the risk in connection
with a purchase. The sign is therefore expected to be negative. The municipality tax
is diﬃcult to predict. The average municipality tax is . percent in  and has
increased to . percent ﬁve years later. A higher level could be an indication of
better public service but it could also be an indication of ﬁnancial strains on the
municipality. The sign is nontheless expected to be positive as an indication of a
high level of public service. The average income level for people over  years of age
has increased by almost ,  in real values between  and . The spread
between the municipalities is also bigger in . The variable is included to reﬂect the
economic situation in the municipality and the sign ought to be positive. For houses
lying at the beach or near the beach, a positive sign is expected due to the presence
of the water front location. In ,  percent of the transactions were transactions
of houses lying in build–up areas. This ﬁgure has increased to  percent in .
The sign is expected to be positive. To investigate if there are diﬀerences between the
two counties a dummy for the county of Västernorrland was included. The sign is
unpredictable.
Thethirdgrouparetheaccessibilityattributes.Aswasthecaseforthepopulation
variable, the variable   is included in the estimation of the   . A
higher distance from the  is expected to increase the size of the lot. This variable
is not included in the estimation of the   due to collinearity problems. Instead a
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the sum of quotents of population in each of the  municipalities divided by
the distances (crow distance) between the observation i and each municipality 
j . This implies that a distance is valued diﬀerently depending on the surrounding
population size. A high population in the vicinity drives up the price, and less if it lies
further away. If this is correct, a positive sign is what to expect. The last two accessibil-
ity attributes are two dummy variables, indicating whether a house lies within a  km
range of one of the two European roads  and . This means good communications
and closeness to clustering and should aﬀect the prices in a positive way.
THE EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION
In order to test whether spatail dependence exist in the data set the test statistics
Moran’s I and G–I* were used. It was decided to use a matrix that consisted of the
row standardized inverse distances between observations with a distance cut–of at 
km, the minimim allowable distance between observations in the  data set, so
that all observations has at least one neighbor. For comparability between data sets
the same distance cut–of was used for the  data set. The results from the Moran’s
I tests are found in Table  for both dependent variables.
These tests indicate positive spatial autocorrelation for both of the dependent
variables. The dependence is highest for  . This spatial weight matrix was
also used in the calculations of the G–I* statistics. Based on these tests complemented
with Moran Scatterplots and  maps (available upon request) these weight matrices
were chosen for the subsequent analysis. The maps indicates hot spots in the two
regional centers Umeå and Sundsvall surrounded by a suburban ring of less expensive
single family houses. Minor clusters of high values are found at the other municipality
centers along the coast.
These hot sport leads us to another important question. Are there heterogenity
present in the data? That is, the same attribute is valued diﬀerently at diﬀerent loca-
tions. The data was, for some variables ( ,  ,  , and ) divided
into three groups. The ﬁrst group consists of the two regional centres, the second of
other coastal municipalities and, thirdly, inland municipalities. They were tested for
structural instability and a test of stability of the individual coeﬃcients with a null
hypothesis of a joint common coeﬃcient for all single family houses using a spatial
Chow–Wald test, see Anselin ().
The estimation of the hedonic prices   consists of two steps. Firstly, an
estimation of the lot size   and secondly, an estimation of the price equation.
Since the lot size is determined by many variables determining the price multi-
collinearity is a problem. In order to normalize the lot size eﬀect, the residuals from
the estimation of   are instead used in the estimation of  .
As the price for land falls when distance increases from the  due to the in-
creased supply, the lot size can be larger for the same amount of money. So the 
 should have a positive sign. Age is also a factor that should be inﬂuential. The
hypothesis is that older lots are larger than newer ones. To acknowledge the diﬀer-
ence in demand, the municipality population is included. The house type should be
important. The data set includes three types of single family houses, ordinary house,
semideteached, or houses linked by a garage. The dummy for an ordinary house is
used here. The ﬂoor space is expected to have a positive sign. Four dummies for spe-
ciﬁc location speciﬁcs are included, the two beach dummies, the dummy for built–up
area location and ﬁnally the Västernorrland dymmy. The results from this ﬁrst regres-
sion is presented in Table .
The results for both years are in line with what to expect. The distance playes an
important role, especially for the two major municipalities. The lots are larger further
away from the  An increased population decreases the lot size. Older lots are in
general larger.
To analyze if, and in that case the kind of spatial dependence that exists for the
lot size, Lagrange Multiplier tests were used. For the year  it was suggested to
implement a spatial lag, and for  an error correction. In data sets, such as the
, with heteroscedasticity and where the assumption of normality is rejected, a
Spatial Bootstrap model is a good choice, Freedman and Peters (a, b) and
Anselin (, b, a).
For the  data set the autoregressive parameter ρ is positive and signiﬁcant
indication positive spatial dependence.
For the  data set, a Spatial Autoregressive Generalized Moments (–)
modelKelejianandPrucha()wasused,consideringthenon-normalityandgroup-
wise heteroscedasticity in three categories (same as the heterogeneity grouping). The
variable  _ is no longer signiﬁcant for  but instead the   is.
The autoregressive parameter λ is positive for , thus the error terms in locations
nearby tend to coincide more than purely by chance.
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as an independent variable to be estimated for  . The results from the price
estimations are presented in Table .
The Lagrange Multiplier tests indicates that both  regressions needs an addi-
tional spatial lag. Both the data from  and  were then estimated by Spatial
Autoregressive Bootstrap. The R2 is . in  and slightly higher (.) in .
The autoregressive parameter ρ is also higher in  (.).
The   variables are as expected negative and signiﬁcant for all three classes.
People living in Umeå and Sundsvall are less restrictive about the age than people
living in other municipalities. If the buyer does not live in the municipality where the
observation lies, then the price goes down, an indication that buyer is more restrictive
in his/her purchase. This impact is lower in . The residual lot size is as expected
positive. The same applies for the municipality tax. The  variables are all
positive and signiﬁcant. Observations lying in class  have the lowest values and has
also deceased over time. The income variable is positive and signiﬁcant in  but
not in . Closeness to the European roads are percieved to be positive, but the
importance is smaller in . The interest rates are only important in . Higher
rates leads to lower prices. For the annotations, it is only   that is
negative and signiﬁcant in . In  in case a house that is oﬃcially valued less
than , , the price is inﬂuenced in a positive way! Supply of water and 
other than from municipality is percieved as negative, and more so in . All of the
standard point dummy variables are shown to be important. The importace increases
with the number of points. The importance have decreased though between  and
 except for the highest standard points group.
To illustrate the predicted values for   across the counties two smoothing
maps, one for each year, are presented in Figure . The reader can clearly detect the
concentration of high values around the two regional centers and in the other coastal
municipalities. Lower prices are found in the inland and again higher in the mountain
area in the north west.
It is also interesting to compare these two ﬁgures to investigate the development
over time in the real estate market. The diﬀerence in prices between the two years
are illustrated a new smoothing map Figure  as standard deviations from the mean
diﬀerence whish is an ,  increase from  to . The darker grey areas has
hadasigniﬁcantpriceincreaseduringthistimeperiod.Thisisparticularlynoticablein
the Umeå region. This regional inﬂuence is expanding. Increase prices are also found
in the Sundvall region, and at three clusters west and north of Umeå. The lighter grey
areas has had a signiﬁcant decrease in prices on single family houses between  and
. This is noticable along the European road  going west from Umeå, and in
the inlands west of Sundsvall.
CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper was to use hedonic price theory to assess the important
attributes for the price determination of single family houses in two Swedish coun-
ties for the years  and . Great eﬀort was put on detecting and treating the
problems of spatial dependence. The econometric analysis was divided into two parts.
First an estimation of the   to acknowledge multicollinearlity between some
of the variables important in the both models. The second part consisted of the 
 estimation. This was done using Spatial Autoregressive Bootstrap to treat the
present lag dependence and heteroscedasticity. This was especially strong for the year
.
Important attributes for the determination of the lot size was distance to the
municipality . This was most important for lots lying in the two regional centres.
A large population implies smaller lots. A good indicator for the size is also how old
the house is.
Fortheestimationoftheageisonceagainimportantandwasdividedin
three classes. Houses lying in the inland part is most sensitive to age. The combined
variable  consisting of population divided by the distance to municipality
centers is positive, and have the smallest parameter value for the large municipalities.
It is also positive to live in a build-up neighborhood and preferably within reach of
one of the two european roads.
To illustrate the results three maps were presented. The Umeå region has had


















ln KSEK KSEK Prices in 
7.0 - 7.5￿ 1097 - 1808
6.5 - 7.0￿   665 - 1097
6.0 - 6.5￿   403 -   665
5.5 - 6.0￿   254 -   403
5.0 - 5.5￿   148 -   254
4.5 - 5.0￿     90 -   148
4.0 - 4.5￿     55 -     90
3.5 - 4.0￿     33 -     55
3.0 - 3.5￿     20 -     33
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Figure : Price Prediction Diﬀerences between  and Table : The Descriptive Statistics for the years  and 
Variable Unit Mean_(st.dev) Range_ Mean_(st.dev) Range_ Sign
  ln price .(.) .–. .(.) .–.
  ln m
2 .(.) .–. .(.) .–.
  ln m
2 .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (+)
  year .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (-)
Ordinary house dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
If added ﬂoor space dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Noise dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
No electricity dummy .(.) – - - (-)
Construction error dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
Moisture dummy - - .(.) – (-)
Diﬃcult lot dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
Renovation object dummy - - .(.) – (-)
Radon dummy - - .(.) – (-)
No maintenance dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
Indor swimmingpool dummy .(. – - - (+)
Historically important dummy - - .(.) – (?)
Local part dummy - - .(.) – (+)
<, dummy - - .(.) – (-)
Other annotations dummy .(.) – .(.) – (?)
Municip. water, own  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (?)
Municip. water, no  dummy .(.) – - – (-)
Own water, municip.  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (?)
Own water and  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (?)
Own water, no  dummy .(.) – - - (-)
Municip. summer water  dummy - - .(.) – (-)
Own, summer water  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
Own summer water, no  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
No water, municip.  dummy - - .(.) – (-)
No water, own  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
No water or  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (-)
Buyer not in same municip. dummy .(.) – .(.) – (?)
Buyers location unknown dummy .(.) – .(.) – (?)
Standard points – dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Standard points – dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Standard points – dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Standard points – dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Standard points – dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Standard points -() dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Residual    residuals -.(.) -.–. -.(.) -.–. (+)
Netmigration persons .(.) -– -.(.) -– (?)
  ln pop. .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (+)
ln (Unemployed/Population) quotient -.(.) -.–. -.(.) -.–. (?)
 years interest rate % .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (-)
Municipality tax % .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (?)
Average income +   .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (+)
Beach dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Near beach dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Built up dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Västernorrland dummy .(.) – .(.) – (?)
  ln m .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (-)
 m/pop. .(.) .–. .(.) .–. (+)
Within  km range from  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Within  km range from  dummy .(.) – .(.) – (+)
Table : Moran’s I test for Spatial Autocorrelation in the Single Family House Market in 
and . (empirical pseudo-signiﬁcance based on  random permutations)
Variable I Mean St.Dev Prob
 _ . . . .
 _ . . . .
 _ . . . .
 _ . . . .Table : Regression Results for  . * indicates insigniﬁcant values at  percent level
Variable _ _ -_ –_
ρ .
λ .
Constant . . . .
 _ . . . .
 _ . . . .
 _ . . . .
 _ -. -. -. -.
 _ -. -. . -.
 _ -. -. -. -.*
  . . . .
  . . . .
d_Ordinary house . . . .
d_Beach . . . .
d_Near Beach -.* . -.* .




R2 . . . .
R2-adj. . .
Sq.corr . .
- . . .
Observations    
Replications/Iterations  Table : The Regression Results for  . * indicates insigniﬁcant valus at  percent level.
Variable _ _ –_ –_ -
ρ . . .
Constant -. -. -. -. .
  . . . . -.
 _ -. -. -. -. -.
 _ -. -. -. -. -.
 _ -. -. -. -. -.
d_Ordinary house . . . . .
d_If added ﬂoor space . . . .* -.
d_Noise .* -.* .* -.* -.
d_No electricity -.* -.*
d_Construction error -.* -.* -.* -.* .
d_Moisture -.* -.*
d_Diﬃcult lot -.* -.* -.* -.* -.
d_Renovation object -.* -.*
d_Radon -.* -.*
d_No maintenance -. .* -. -.* .
d_Indor swimmingpool -.* -.*
d_Historically important .* .*
d_Local part .* .*
d_<, . .
d_Other annotations -.* .* -.* .* .
d_Municip. water, own  .* -.* -.* -. .
d_Municip. water, no  -.* -.*
d_Own water, municip.  .* -. .* -.* -.
d_Own water and  -. -. -. -. -.
d_Own water, no  -. -.* -.
d_Municip, summer water  .* .*
d_Own, summer water  .* -. .* -. -.
d_Own summer water, no  .* . -.* . .
d_No water, municip.  .* .*
d_No water, own  -. .* -. -.* .
d_No water or  -. -. -. -. -,
d_Buyer not in same municip. -. -. -. -. .
d_Buyers location unknown .* -.* .* -.* -.
d_Standars points – . . . . -.
d_Standard points – . . . . -.
d_Standard points – . . . . -.
d_Standard points – . . . . -.
d_Standard points – . . . . -.
d_Standard points –() . . . . .





ln Unemp/Pop -. .* -.* . .
Interest rate,  years .* -. .* -. .
Municipality tax . . . . .
Average income . . . -.* -.
d_beach . . . . -.
d_Near beach .* .* .* .* -.
d_build up area . . . . -.
d_Västernorrland .* -.* . .* -.
_ . . . . .
_ . . . . .
_ . . . . -.
Within  km range of  . . . . -.
Within  km range of  . . . . -.
R2 . . . .
R2-adj. . .
Sq.corr . .
- . . . .
Observations    
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